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RACECAR SIMULATOR AND DRIVER
TRAINING SYSTEM AND METHOD

that must be adjusted each time the racecar is run. As a
result, no tWo racecars share the exact same performance

characteristics. Each racecar is unique unto itself and the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

driver of the racecar adapts his/her driving style to the
performance characteristics embodied by the racecar. Since

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to vehicle simulators that

no tWo racecars share the exact same performance

characteristics, a simulator that embodies only one standard

accurately mimic the visual, audible and physical sensations
invention relates to racecar simulators Wherein a racecar

racecar With set performance characteristics is of little or no
use in training a professional racecar driver. Rather, a need
exists for a racecar simulator that can be selectively pro

driver can simulate different racecar types, performance

grammed and con?gured to mimic the exact performance

characteristics, racetracks and Weather conditions for train

characteristics of a speci?c racecar. This Way a racecar
driver can recreate his/her racecar and can train Without

of driving a real vehicle. More speci?cally, the present

ing purposes.
2. Description of the Prior Art
The prior art is replete With different types of vehicle
simulators that are used for both entertainment and training
purposes. For example, there are many commercially avail
able video games and computer games that simulate racecar

having to actually run the real racecar.
15

driving a racecar. In high-speed racing, such as Indy car
racing and NASCAR racing, the races can last for hours.
During the race, the racecar driver experiences a Wide range
of physical forces as the racecar accelerates, brakes, passes
and corners. Depending upon the shape of the racetrack, a
racecar driver experiences varying forces of betWeen 1G and
4Gs during the entire duration of the race. In order to

driving. These games provide changing video images and
audio sounds that are dependent upon the manipulations of
controls by the person playing the game. Such prior art
simulator games are exempli?ed by US. Pat. No. 5,366,376
to Copperman et al., entitled DRIVER TRAINING SYS
TEMS AND METHOD WITH PERFORMANCE DATA

FEEDBACK and US. Pat. No. 4,952,152 to Briggs et al.,
entitled REAL TIME VEHICLE SIMULATION SYSTEM.

In addition to experience training, professional racecar
drivers also must train for the physical requirements of

compensate for the increased G forces and the physical
25

exertion set forth by the racecar driver, a racecar driver’s

pulse nearly doubles and remains at this elevated level
throughout the race. In order for a racecar driver to optimally

The problem With such video simulators is that they are
designed for entertainment and the simulation provided is
far removed from reality in terms of vehicle performance.

perform during such prolonged periods of physical stress, a
great deal of physical conditioning is required.
Many training simulators that contain dynamic motion

Furthermore, the person using the simulator typically
remains stationary and does not experience realistic physical

systems are designed primarily to train the re?exes and
decision making skills of the person in the simulator. A

movements that Would be present in a real moving vehicle.

Training simulators, such as those used by commercial

typical training simulator With a dynamic motion system

pilots, are far more sophisticated than are simulator games.

may be able to create a force of a feW Gs for a second or tWo.

Training simulators tend to have realistic controls and often
the simulator itself includes a dynamic motion system that
provides some degree of physical motion to the person in the
simulator. Such prior art simulator systems are exempli?ed
by US. Pat. No. 5,453,011 to Feuer et al., entitled FLIGHT
SIMULATOR and US. Pat. No. 5,388,991 to Morris,
entitled SIMULATION DEVICE AND SYSTEM. Such
training simulators typically only have a limited range of
motion. As such, although the person in the simulator

35

forces throughout the entire duration of a race.
In the past, the Way racecar drivers normally trained Was
to actually run the racecar. By running the racecar, the driver

receives both experience training and physical training and
the race creW has a chance to experiment With the perfor
mance characteristics of the racecar. HoWever, there are

many obvious disadvantages of training by actually running

experiences some degree of motion, the motion experienced
is far less than What a person Would truly experience in a real
vehicle.

Training simulators typically are capable of varying simu
lated Weather conditions. HoWever, the performance of the
simulated vehicle remains constant or varies only slightly
With the changing Weather conditions. For the purposes of
the simulation, the performance characteristics are for a
particular model airplane are considered to be constant. A
pilot Who ?ies a certain model airplane, therefore can enter
a simulator for that type of airplane and the pilot Would
experience the same performance characteristics that are

engineered into the real airplane. The pilot Would therefore
recogniZe little or no difference betWeen the performance of

the simulated airplane and the performance of the real

HoWever, such motion is not nearly adequate enough to
physically train a racecar driver that is exposed to varying G

45

a racecar. Primary among these disadvantages is cost. Race
cars are very expensive, as is their fuel, their tires and their

drive train parts. Furthermore, high performance racecars
can only be run on racetracks during the day, during good
Weather conditions and With the support of a pit creW and

emergency medical personnel. As such, the running of a
racecar is an expensive endeavor that takes the coordinated
efforts of several people. Furthermore, every time a racecar
driver drives a racecar, the racecar driver is endangering
his/her oWn life. As a result, the pit creW that maintains the

racecar is unlikely to make large changes in the performance
55 of a racecar or otherWise experiment With the racecar in a

manner that may cause the racecar to feel unfamiliar to the
racecar driver and possibly cause a crash.

A large need therefore exists in the art for a racecar

airplane.

simulator that can be customiZed to the speci?c performance

In many classes of professional racecar racing, the race
cars are so sophisticated that the performance characteristics

during a particular set of Weather conditions.

of the racecar are capable of being changed to customiZe the
racecar for each race. In fact, the performance characteristics
of a racecar are often changed during the race to optimiZe

physically and mentally training a racecar driver by subject

performance or to adapt to changing racing conditions.
Depending upon the type of racecar, there are doZens of
variable elements designed into the structure of the racecar

characteristics of a particular racecar at a particular track and

A need also exists for a racecar simulator capable of both

ing the person in the simulator to the same physical stresses
65 experienced in a real racecar during a race.

Lastly, a need exists for a racecar simulator Where

changes can be made to the performance characteristics of a

5,921,780
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racecar and those changes can be evaluated Without endan
gering the life of the racecar driver or incurring the expense
of actually running a racecar.
These needs are met by the present invention racecar
simulator as described and claimed beloW.

car, formula one racecar, NASCAR racecar, spring car,

funny car or the like, by Way of example, the present
invention simulator system Will be described in an embodi
ment that simulates a NASCAR racecar. Such a con?gura

tion is presented merely for exemplary purposes and is not
intended in any manner to limit the application of the present
invention simulator system to just one type of racecar.
The present invention is a simulator system that realisti
cally simulates a racecar. The simulator system accurately

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a simulator system for providing
a realistic simulation of a racecar. The simulator system

simulates the physical, visual and auditory sensations expe

provides a driver With substantially the same visual and
auditory stimuli as Would a real racecar. Additionally, the
present invention simulation system also subjects a driver to
substantially the same physical forces that Would be expe
rienced in a real race. The physical forces experienced by the
driver include steering Wheel movement, chassis movement

rienced by a driver When actually driving a racecar. The
purpose of the simulator system is not that of amusement.
Rather, the purpose of the simulator system is to train

professional racecar drivers and help those drivers develop
15

both the physical and mental skills required to drive a
modern racecar. The simulator system also enables design

engineers to experiment With changes in racecar design
Without having to be concerned With the safety of the driver

and large changes in vertical, horiZontal and lateral G forces
as the racecar corners around turns on sloped racetrack

testing the experimental changes.

embankments. Since the simulator accurately simulates the
forces experienced When driving a real racecar, the present

Referring to FIG. 1, a general schematic of a simulator
system 10 made in accordance With the present invention is
shoWn. The general schematic sets forth the simulator/driver

invention simulator can be used to physically train drivers as
Well as mentally train drivers.
Prior to a simulation, a driver selects a type of racecar.

interactions that are required to be made prior to a driver

Every adjustable feature of the racecar selected that is

proceeding With a simulation. As is indicated by block 12,
block 14 and block 16, respectively, prior to any simulation,

capable of effecting the driving performance of the racecar

25

a driver must select the setup of racecar to be driven, the

is given a default value that the driver may change. As a
result, the performance of the simulated racecar can be
selectively adjusted to match that of a real racecar to Which
the driver is accustomed. Similarly, changes can be made to

driving on a real racetrack under realistic racing conditions,

the simulated racecar and the driver can become accustomed

there are a multitude of other variables that must be quan

to those changes Without the expense or danger of experi
menting With those changes in a real racecar.

ti?ed and entered into the simulator system 10.
Beginning With the setup of the racecar, as indicated by
block 12, an initial subroutine 20 is shoWn in FIG. 1 that is

racetrack to be driven upon and the racing conditions.
HoWever, in order to realistically simulate a real racecar

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of the present invention, ref
erence is made to the folloWing description of an exemplary

used to quantify some of the variables needed to produce an
35

embodiment thereof, considered in conjunction With the

accompanying draWings, in Which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematic outlining the overall
logic of initially setting up a racecar simulation in accor

dance With the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram schematic illustrating the
preferred steps used in selecting a racecar to be simulated in

accordance With the present invention;

45

select and enter variables concerning the physical attributes
of the racecar to be simulated;

are analyZed by computer to quantify the performance of the

FIG. 4 is a block diagram schematic illustrating the steps
used in selecting speci?c physical attributes for racecar

racecar and the performance of the driver. Such RDA
systems are identi?ed and explained in DATA POWER

suspension from a general selection made from the master

USING RACECAR DATA ACQUISITION by Buddy Fey,
ToWery Publishing, Inc. 1993. Using such RDA systems, the
vertical, horiZontal and lateral G forces experienced by the

icon plate of FIG. 3;

Wheel criteria from a general selection made from the master

55 racecar can be measured, as Well as other performance

criteria such as shifting ef?ciency and the engine RPM-to
speed ratios throughout the various gears.

icon plate of FIG. 3;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram schematic of the overall

In FIG. 1, it can be seen from block 22 that the ?rst step
in the setup of the racecar is the selection of the racecar type.
In professional racecar racing, there are many different
classi?cations of racecars. Many of these racecars have
subclasses that de?ne speci?c parameters for the racecars in

simulator system control illustrating the preferred steps used
by a controller to recursively regulate the sights sounds and
movements Within the simulator; and
FIG. 7 shoWs an exemplary physical construction of a
simulator in accordance With the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

and/or laboratory testing, such as Wind tunnel testing. Many
racing teams also employ some form of racecar data acqui
sition (RDA) systems Wherein various types of sensors are
placed Within the racecar and data recorded by those sensors

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a master icon plate used to

FIG. 5 is a block diagram schematic illustrating the steps
used in selecting speci?c physical attributes for racecar

accurate simulation. Professional racing teams typically
knoW a great deal of information about the performance
characteristics of their racecars. For example, racing teams
typically knoW the poWer of the racecar, the aerodynamic
characteristics of the racecar and they knoW hoW every
adjustable component of the racecar effects the overall
performance of the racecar. Much of this information is
knoWn to the racing team through experience and trial and
error experimentation. HoWever, some of the performance
characteristics are knoWn through mathematic modeling

a particular race. Referring to FIG. 2, it can be seen that a

driver is ?rst given the selection of major racecar classi?

Although the present invention simulator system can be

cations 24, such as NASCAR, Indy car and the like. After a
major racecar classi?cation 24 is selected, the driver is

used to simulate almost any type of racecar, such as an Indy

presented With the major racing series 26 available for the

65
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selected classi?cation 24. After a selection, the driver is then

represented by block 60, 62 and 64, respectively. If the

presented With the racing subseries 28 available for the
major racing series 26 selected. Finally, after a racing
subseries 28 is selected, the driver is presented With model
body types 30 available in that racing subseries 28. By Way

driver selects the shock absorber icon (block 60), then the
driver is prompted With the various manufacturers of
NASCAR shock absorbers. The driver selects the appropri
ate manufacturer, Whereby the driver is prompted to either

of eXample, in FIG. 3, a driver selected NASCAR 32 as the
major racecar classi?cation 24. The driver then selected
NASCAR BUSCH SERIES 34 as the major racing series 26
and the Grand National Division 36 as the racing subseries

block 66). Once the model number is selected, default values
for the stroke, compression setting and rebound setting are

28. According to the 1996 rules governing the NASCAR
BUSCH series, Grand National Division, siX 1996 car model
body types are acceptable. The model body types 30 include
the Buick Regal, Chevrolet Monte Carlo, Ford Thunderbird,
Mercury Cougar, Oldsmobile Cutlass and Pontiac Grand
PriX. Once the driver selects a particular model body type
30, the criteria for that model body type 30 that is not
variable is read by the simulator system, as indicated by
block 38. As is indicated by block 40, criteria for the model
body type 30 selected that is variable is initially set to a
default setting that can be selectively altered by the driver,
as Will later be explained.

select or enter the model number of the shock absorber. (See

read from memory. If a driver Wants to custom adjust the
10

15

spring. Once the model number is selected, default values
for the spring constant, length and diameter of the spring are
read from memory. If the driver uses a customiZed suspen

sion spring, then the driver can vary the values for the spring

Returning to FIG. 1, it can be seen that the racecar criteria

constant, length and diameter of the spring by selecting the
appropriate icon prompt, as indicated in block 74.
25

block 49). The speci?c features on the racecar that can be

adjusted to effect the different viable criteria depends upon
the racecar selected and the of?cial NASCAR rules.
Values for the different variables of a racecar can be typed

If the driver selects the shim icon (block 62), then the
driver is prompted With an icon (block 80) that asks for the
number of shims and a subsequent icon (block 82) that
inquires about the location, thickness and diameter of the
shims.
Returning to FIG. 3, it can be seen that at the bottom of

into the simulator by a driver or can be selected from a menu

of possible options. HoWever, the preferred manner uses a
master icon plate upon Which are displayed the variable
criteria for the racecar selected. A driver then Would inter
face With the simulator system via the master icon plate in
order to inform the simulator system of the speci?c racecar
characteristics to be simulated.
Referring to FIG. 3, an exemplary master icon plate 42 is
shoWn. The master icon plate 42 shoWs the outline 44 of the
top vieW of a racecar. The shape of the outline 44 depends
upon the type of racecar initially selected by the driver. In

setting, then the driver can do so by selecting the appropriate
icon prompt.
If the driver selects the spring icon (block 64), then the
driver is prompted With the various manufacturers of
NASCAR suspension springs. The driver selects the appro
priate manufacturer, Whereby the driver is prompted to
either select or enter the model number of the suspension

that is variable includes engine criteria (see block 41),

suspension criteria (see block 43), gearing criteria (see block
45), aerodynamic criteria (see block 47) and tire criteria (see

settings for the stroke, compression setting and rebound

the racecar outline 44 there are tWo rear suspension icons 88,
90. When a driver selects either the left rear suspension icon

88 or the right rear suspension icon 90, then the driver is

presented With the variable features associated With those
35

assemblies. The variable features are presented in a manner

similar to that of the front suspension Which has been
described in conjunction With FIG. 4 and need not be set
forth in detail herein.
The racecar outline 44 on the master icon plate 42 also

includes four Wheel icons 92, 94, 96, 98. When a driver
selects one of the four Wheel icons, then the driver is
presented With the variable features associated With those

FIG. 3, a NASCAR racecar outline is shoWn since the

description previously described the driver as selecting a

assemblies. Referring to FIG. 5, it can be seen that When a

NASCAR racecar. On the master icon plate 42 are disposed
a plurality of icon blocks that can be accessed by the driver.
The icon blocks can be selected either by a touch screen or 45

driver selects one of the front Wheel icons 92, 94 (FIG. 3),
then the driver is presented With variables that include Wheel

a mouse/keyboard controlled positionable selection prompt.

caster (block 100), Wheel camber (block 102) and Wheel toe

On the master icon plate 42, there are a plurality of chassis
height related icon blocks. These blocks include the nose

steer (block 104). If such variables are insufficient to char
acteriZe the Wheel’s con?guration, then the driver can access

the prompt indicated as “other” (block 105), Wherein the

height icon block 46, the left and right front height icon

driver can enter values for net steer (block 106), instant

blocks 48, 50 and the left and right rear height icon blocks
52, 54. By selecting one of these height related icon blocks,
a driver can enter the heights that he/she prefers for his/her

center (block 108), roll center (block 110) and kingpin aXis

inclination (block 111).

racecar at these various points on the chassis. The chassis

Returning to FIG. 3, When a driver selects one of the tWo

heights selected for the different sections of the racecar
effect hoW the Weight of the racecar is distributed on the tires
and, to a lesser degree, effects the aerodynamics of the
racecar. Suspension characteristics are also dependent upon
the front and rear suspension of the racecar. At the top of the
racecar outline 44 on the master icon plate 42 are disposed
tWo front suspension icons 56, 58. When a driver selects
either the left front suspension icon 56 or the right front

rear Wheel icons 96, 98, the driver is presented With the
variable features associated With those assemblies. The

55

variable features are presented in a manner similar to that of
the front Wheel icons Which have been described in con

junction With FIG. 5.
The racecar outline 44 on the master icon plate 42
includes a sWay bar icon 112. When selected, the sWay bar
icon 112 Will prompt the driver either to enter the manufac
turer and model of the sWay bar and/or enter a value

suspension icon 58, the driver is then presented With the
variable features associated With those assemblies. Referring

indicative of sWay bar tWist, length and position of attach
ment.

to FIG. 4, it can be seen that When a driver selects one of the

front suspension icons 56, 58 (FIG. 3), then the driver is
presented With the choice of adjusting the shock absorbers,
shims and springs present Within the front suspension, as

65

A general tire icon 114 also is presented on the master
icon plate 42. When the tire icon 114 is selected, the driver
is prompted to enter a tire manufacturer and model number.

5,921,780
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The driver is also prompted to enter a desired tire pressure
for each of the four tires.
AWheelbase icon 116, 117 is presented on the master icon

racetrack to drive upon. (See block 14). The racetracks that
can be selected depend upon the racecar classi?cations
selected and series of races selected. In the exemplary
embodiment, a NASCAR racing car Was selected for the

plate 42 for each side of the racecar. When selected, each
Wheelbase icon prompts a driver to enter the values for the

BUSCH series, Grand National Division. As such, the driver

racecar’s Wheelbase for both the left and right sides of the
vehicle.

is presented With a choice of racetracks that are used Within
this division. Some of these racetracks include the Atlanta

A NASCAR BUSCH SERIES racecar has a rear spoiler.

Motor SpeedWay, Bristol International RaceWay, Charlotte

As such, the racecar outline 44 on the master icon plate 42
includes a rear spoiler icon 118. When the rear spoiler icon

Motor SpeedWay, Darlington RaceWay, Daytona Interna
10

118 is selected, the driver is prompted to select the angle of
the spoiler and the height of the spoiler. The siZe of the
spoiler is selected at default to be in accordance With

NASCAR racing rules.
The gearing of the racecar is divided into tWo separate
icons on the master icon plate 42. A transmission icon 120
is presented so that the transmission can be selected by the
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tional SpeedWay and the like. The physical characteristics of
each of these speedWays is knoWn and is stored Within the
simulator system.
Lastly, as is shoWn in FIG. 1, after the racecar has been
setup and the racetrack has been selected, race conditions
must be selected, as is indicated by block 16. The racing
conditions to be selected include ambient variables such as

temperature, time of day, degree of cloud cover, degree of

driver. Depending upon the type of racecar selected by the
driver, When the transmission icon 120 is selected, the driver
is prompted With the transmission types permitted under the
rules. If no rules apply, the driver is prompted With the
number of gears desired and the desired gear ratio for each

precipitation and the like. Other race condition variables
include the number of other racecars on the racetrack, pole
position, pit creW location and the like.

After the racing conditions have been selected, the simu

gear.
The gearing of the racecar’s rear differential can be

lator system noW has all the variables required to simulate a
race for a particular driver in a particular racecar. Referring
to FIG. 6, a general schematic overvieW of the simulator

adjusted by accessing the rear differential icon 122 on the
master icon plate 42. Once selected, the rear differential icon
122 enables a driver to adjust the gearing ratio for the rear
differential in the simulator system.
The engine of racecars have many variables. To alter these
variables, an engine icon 126 is presented on the master icon

simulator system 10 includes a simulated cockpit chamber
130 in Which a driver 132 sits. Within the simulated cockpit
chamber 130, the driver 132 is presented With a realistic
duplication of a real racecar cockpit. The simulated cockpit
chamber 130 includes a seat 134, steering column 136, gas

plate 42. The purpose of engine variables is to adjust
available horsepoWer and/or fuel efficiency of the engine. As
such, instead of providing a separate icon for every adjust
able element in the engine, the driver is prompted to enter
values for the engine in terms of horsepoWer, torque and fuel
efficiency at at least one RPM speed.
A radiator icon 119 is also presented on the master icon

system 10 is shoWn. In the preferred embodiment, the

pedal 138, brake pedal 140, clutch pedal 142 and gear shifter
144 that all can be adjusted in position With respect to one
another. As a result, the driver 132 can adjust the simulated

cockpit chamber 130 to mimic the physical layout of the
35

plate 42. When the radiator icon 119 selected, the driver is
prompted to enter the siZe of the radiator and the degree to
Which the radiator is restricted. Many times, racecar teams
tape a radiator to reduce its effective siZe. This results in

driver’s real racecar. The steering Wheel 146 Within the

simulated cockpit chamber 130 is interchangeable With
others of different siZes, thereby enabling the driver to match
the steering Wheel used Within the driver’s real racecar.

Within the simulated cockpit chamber 130, a projection
screen 148 is positioned in front of the driver. The projection
screen 148 preferably has the same shape and is in the same
position as Would be the Windshield in a real racecar. Avideo

higher engine temperatures and alters the performance and
the aerodynamics of the racecar.
The last icon presented on the master icon plate 42 is a

icon 124, the driver can vary some of the general parameters
about the racecar that are not addressed by any of the other
icon options on the master icon plate 42. The general
parameters that can be adjusted include the Weight of the

image projector 150 is positioned out of the range of sight
of the driver 132. The video image projector 150 projects a
video image onto the projection screen 148 in front of the
driver 132. The video image can be a computer generated
image or can be real recorded images stored and retrieved by
computer. The image projected onto the projection screen
148 simulates the images that Would be visible through the

racecar, the Weight of the driver, added Weight distribution,

Windshield of a racecar during a real race.

general chassis icon 124. By selecting the general chassis

gas capacity, overall Reynold’s number for the car and/or
overall coefficient of drag.
Every variable that can be changed using the master icon
plate 42 is preferably initially set at a default value. The
default values can be factory settings. HoWever, the various

45

When a driver is driving in a real race, the driver does not

just look out of the racecar’s Windshield. Rather, many times
during a race, the driver looks through the side WindoWs of
the racecar to see What is adjacent to his/her racecar. TWo
55

video displays 152, 154 are disposed on either side of the

simulated cockpit chamber 130. The video displays 152, 154

default values are preferably an average of the values
entered into the simulator for similar types of racecars.
Once a driver selects all the variables in the simulator that
are necessary to accurately simulate the driver’s real racecar,

are preferably the same shape and siZe as Would be the side
WindoWs in a real racecar. The video displays 152, 154

that setup criteria can be saved in memory and selectively

the side WindoWs of a real racecar.

recalled. This enables a racecar driver to fully program the

Audio speakers 156 are disposed Within the simulated
cockpit chamber 130. The audio speakers 156 are preferably
disposed at points surrounding the head of the driver 132, so
the driver 132 has the realistic impression of being sur
rounded by sound.
The audio speakers 156, the front projection screen 148
and the tWo side video displays 152, 154 enable the sights

display images that simulate What Would be visible through

simulator system only once. Small changes in the setup of
the simulator can then also be tried and saved or erased,

thereby enabling rapid setup for the purposes of experimen
tation.
Returning to FIG. 1, it can be seen that after the initial
setup of the racecar is complete, the driver selects the
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and sounds of a real race to be simulated Within the cockpit

engine’s RPMs, the horsepoWer and torque of the engine at
those RPMs, the type of tires, tire pressure, projected tire

chamber 130. Unlike video game simulators designed for
entertainment, the present invention simulator system is

Wear, roll resistance, transmission gearing, rear differential
gearing and clutch position. Since tires and clutches Wear

designed to simulate a real racecar on a real racetrack as

realistically as possible. Once the simulator system 10 is
setup and the driver enters the simulated cockpit chamber
130, the driver 132 has continuous control over ?ve

out during the course of a real race, the value associated With

one clutch position is changed by the simulator control
computer 160 as a function of time, as is projected tire Wear.
Once the forces acting on the simulated racecar are

variables, namely the steering Wheel position, the gear
shifter, the clutch position, the brake position and the throttle
position. The steering column 136 is coupled to a positional
sensor 137 that reads the position of the steering Wheel 146

calculated, as indicated by block 174, the reaction of the
10

to a simulator control computer 160. Similarly, the gear

shifter 144, gas pedal 138, brake pedal 140 and clutch pedal
142 are also coupled to positional sensors 158, 162, 164,

suspension criteria is then analyZed to determine the forces

166, respectively, that relay the position of these elements to
a simulator control computer 160.
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that act on each of the four Wheels of the racecar. Once the
forces acting on each Wheel are knoWn, the movement of
each Wheel in response to those forces can be calculated for
that instant in time.
The sum of the G forces, aerodynamic forces and Wheel
forces in the x-axis, y-axis and Z-axis are read to the various
mechanisms that move the simulated cockpit chamber 130.
Furthermore, the calculated movement of each of the four
Wheels for that instant in time are also read to the various
mechanisms that move the simulated cockpit chamber 130.

25

As is indicated by block 176 in FIG. 6, by simulating the

Heating elements 159 are contained Within the cockpit
chamber 130. The heating elements 159 raise the tempera
ture in the cockpit chamber depending upon the Weather
conditions and duration of the race being simulated. As such,
the driver Will experience the same extremes in temperature
as Would be experienced in a real racecar.

In an alternate embodiment, the images and sounds that
are seen and heard by the driver can be produced Within the

con?nes of a virtual reality display system contained Within
a helmet. Such a virtual reality system Would eliminate the

racecar to those forces at that instant in time is calculated. To
calculate the reaction of the racecar, the orientation of the
racecar at that moment in time is analyZed. In that
orientation, all the applicable forces are calculated. The

need for separate front and side displays. HoWever, physical

forces that act on the driver 132 and simulating the move
ments of the racecar for a given instant, an accurate physical

controls Would still be present Within the cockpit chamber.
The simulator control computer 160 controls the auditory,
visual and physical aspects of the simulation dependent
upon the setup variables initially programmed into the

simulation is presented to the driver 132, Wherein the
speci?c characteristics of the racecar entered during the

initial setup realistically effects the performance of the
racecar during simulated driving.

simulator system 10 as Well as the driver controlled vari

ables that constantly change during the simulation. As is
indicated by block 170 in FIG. 6, the simulator control
computer 160 initially determines the position of the simu
lated racecar on the selected racetrack. The simulation 35

begins With the racecar at the starting line or in the starting

As is indicated by block 178, once the movement of the
racecar in a given moment in time is calculated, the visual
image needed to display that movement can be either
generated or recalled from memory. Similarly, as indicated

by block 180 and block 181 respectively, the auditory
sounds and instrumentation displays appropriate for such

queue if other racecars are part of the simulation. The

simulator control computer 160 reads the characteristics of

selected. The simulator control computer 160 then updates

movement can also be generated.
The simulator control computer 160 operates in a recur

the position of the racecar on the racetrack depending upon
the projected forces acting on the racecar during a given
interval of time. As is indicated by block 172, the forces that

sive fashion as indicated by return loop line 182. To provide
the driver in the simulated cockpit chamber 130 With a real
time display, the visual imagery should be updated at least

a particular racetrack from memory once the racetrack is

ten times a second and preferably at least thirty times a

act upon the racecar are determined by the simulator control

computer 160 and depend upon the speed of the racecar, the
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position of the racecar on the racetrack and the orientation
of the racecar at a given moment in time. The forces that act
upon a racecar at any given moment in time include G forces

second. At such a recursive speed, the image projected and
vieWed by the driver 132 Will appear continuous and the
driver’s reactions to the racecar’s controls Will cause effects

in the projected image in real time.
The physical movement of the cockpit chamber 130 is
controlled primarily by three separate systems, all of Which
being directed by the simulator control computer 160. The

caused by the movement of the racecar, aerodynamic drag
forces and thrust forces caused by the engine’s movement of
the rear tires. The G forces experienced by the racecar

?rst of the three systems is the steering column movement
system 184. The steering column movement system 184 is
coupled to the steering column 136 and provides both a

depend upon the speed of the racecar, the orientation of the
racecar, the curve and slope of the racetrack and Whether or
not the racecar is accelerating or decelerating. Since all these

variables are knoWn for the racecar at a given moment in 55 variable torque force to the steering Wheel 146 and a

vibration force to the steering Wheel. The variable torque
force and vibrational forces applied to the steering Wheel are
dependent upon the speed of the simulated racecar and its
course along the simulator raceWay. The variable torque

time, the G forces acting on the racecar along the x-axis,
y-axis and Z-axis can be calculated. The aerodynamic drag
forces are a function of the racecar’s aerodynamic ef?ciency,

speed, ambient Wind speed and ambient Wind direction. The
aerodynamic drag forces are also dependent upon the pres

force and vibrational forces are substantially similar to those
experienced by a driver in a real race. As such, the forces

ence of other racecars in the simulation from Which drafting

may result. The change in drag due to drafting is calculated

applied by the steering column movement system 184

by the simulator control computer 160 as a function of the
position of the subject racecar With respect to other racecars

subject the driver 132 to the same arm fatigue during a

present in the simulation.
The forces created by the engine’s effect on the rear
Wheels of the racecar are calculated as a function of the

simulation that the driver Would experience in real life.
65

A chassis movement system 186 moves various parts of

the simulated cockpit chamber 130 itself. The purpose of the
chassis movement system 186 is to simulate movements that
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are short in duration and only effect the overall G forces
acting upon the driver 132 for less than one second. The
chassis movement system 186 simulates the overall vibra

orientation, a driver can practice escaping from the racecar

and/or locating and using a ?re extinguisher While disori
ented.

tional movement experienced by a racecar during a race as
Well as small bumps caused by a racecar driving over a

bump in the raceWay. Other small motions capable of being
simulated by the chassis movement system include sudden
movements caused by changes in racetrack conditions, jar
ring movements caused by the sudden release of the clutch,
change of gears and rapid braking. The chassis movement
system 186 also controls the movements of the simulated
cockpit chamber 130 When the driver stops for a simulated

In FIG. 7, it can be seen that a control center 210 is

coupled to the centrifuge 200. The control center 210
preferably contains the simulation control computer 160 and

10

provides a display 212 so that a person outside of the
simulated cockpit chamber 130 can see What the driver 132
in the simulated cockpit chamber 130 sees. The control
center 210 also contains a keyboard 213 that enables a
person to enter the various variables into the simulator

control computer 160. Lastly, the control center 210 enables

pit stop.

a person to communicate With a driver in the simulated

movement system 184. As a result, the movements created

cockpit chamber 130 or alter the simulation after it has
started.
The use of a G force generating mechanism is preferred
in order to subject the driver to the prolonged G forces that
the driver Will experience during a real race. HoWever, if the
intention of the driver’s use of the simulator systems is to

by the chassis movement system 186, the steering column

just test a neW racecar con?guration or practice a certain

movement system 184 and G force generating mechanism
190 can be simultaneously experienced by the driver 132 in
the simulated cockpit chamber 130.

maneuver, then the use of prolonged G forces Would not be

The overall vertical, horiZontal and lateral G forces that
act upon a driver driving around an oval racetrack is 15

simulated by a G force generating mechanism 190 that
moves the entire simulated cockpit chamber 130 as Well as

the chassis movement system 186 and the steering column

necessary. The prior art is replete With simulators that
provide only minimal movements. The movements are

coupled With moving video images that combine to provide

Referring to FIG. 7, it can be seen that the chassis

movement system 186 (FIG. 6) can be constructed by

the illusion of real movement. The present invention simu
25

supporting the simulated cockpit chamber 130 on a plurality

lator system can be practiced in such a manner.

It Will be understood that the embodiments of the present
invention described and illustrated are merely exemplary
and many other embodiments can be produced using the
teachings of the present invention. It should also be under

of pneumatic or hydraulic cylinders 192. By expanding or
contracting the various cylinders 192, different parts of the
simulated cockpit chamber 130 can be rapidly moved in the
x-axis, y-axis or Z-axis. Such cylinder-based movement
mechanisms are exempli?ed by US. Pat. No. 5,388,991 to
Morris, entitled SIMULATION DEVICE AND SYSTEM,

invention by using alternate components not speci?cally

Which is herein incorporated by reference.
The G force generating mechanism 190 (FIG. 6) is
preferably a centrifuge 200, Wherein the simulated cockpit

adjustable features than do NASCAR racecars. As such, the
present invention simulator system Would provide different

stood that a person skilled in the art can alter the present

described. For example, Indy car racecars have different
35

chamber 130 itself and the chassis movement system 186 are
coupled to the distal end of a centrifuge arm 202. As the
centrifuge arm 202 turns around a central support column

programming options to a driver, if the driver selected an
Indy car racecar instead of a NASCAR racecar. All such

modi?cations and alternate embodiments are intended to be

included in the scope of the present invention as de?ned by

203, the simulated cockpit chamber 130 is subject to G
forces created by the centrifugal action. The simulated

the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A simulator for simulating a racecar With performance
characteristics that depend upon a plurality of different

cockpit chamber 130 is mounted on a support frame 204 that

joins the simulated cockpit chamber 130 to the centrifuge
arm 202. The support frame 204 is pivotably coupled to the
centrifuge arm 202. As such, the orientation of the support
frame 204 and the simulated cockpit chamber 130 can be
selectively altered With respect to the centrifuge arm 202. As

variables, said simulator comprising:
a cockpit chamber con?gured to mimic the cockpit of a
racecar, Wherein said cockpit includes controls for

driving said racecar;

can be seen, When a driver 132 is seated in the simulated

cockpit chamber 130, the driver 132 is subject to the force

at least one display vieWable from said cockpit, Wherein

of gravity as Well as the G forces created by the rotational
movement of the centrifuge arm 202. Such a combination of

said at least one display displays images that provide

G forces mimics the forces experienced by a driver driving

movement around a racetrack;

the driver in said cockpit chamber With an Illusion of
at least one mechanism coupled to said cockpit chamber

a racecar around the curves of an embanked racetrack. By

changing the speed of the centrifuge arm 202, the angular

for providing physical movement to said chamber;

position of the support frame 204 and the orientation of the
simulated cockpit chamber 130 With the various cylinders,
the resultant G forces acting on the driver 132 in the x-axis,
y-axis and Z-axis can be selectively controlled. As such, the
driver 132 can be extended to prolonged periods of elevated

an Interface for entering criteria for said racecar including
55

suspension criteria, aerodynamic criteria, engine crite
ria and gearing criteria; and
a controller, coupled to said interface, for controlling said

G forces can be obtained and maintained for the duration of
the simulation, a driver can condition his/her body to the G

at least one display and said at least one mechanism to
correspond in a predetermined manner to the driver’s
use of said controls, Wherein said predetermined man
ner is dependent upon said criteria entered for said

forces, thereby training physically for racing a real car.
In the preferred embodiment, it is desirable for the cockpit

2. The simulator according to claim 1, Wherein said

G forces, such as Would occur in a real race. Since elevated

to be positionable in an upside doWn orientation. If the
driver crashes during the course of the simulation, the

racecar.

criteria for said racecar further includes criteria selected

simulator can simulate the racecar ?ipping as it crashes. By

from a group consisting of: tire criteria, Wheel criteria,
chassis height criteria, Wheel base criteria and vehicle

positioning the cockpit chamber in an upside down

Weight criteria.
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3. The simulator according to claim 2, wherein said tire
criteria is selected from a group consisting of tire type and
tire air pressure.
4. The simulator according to claim 2, Wherein said Wheel
criteria is selected from a group consisting of Wheel caster,
Wheel camber, and Wheel toe angle.
5. The simulator according to claim 2, Wherein said
chassis height criteria is selected from a group consisting of
chassis nose height, left front chassis height, right front
chassis height, left rear chassis height and right rear chassis

at least one display vieWable from said cockpit, Wherein

said at least one display displays images that provide
the driver in said cockpit chamber With an illusion of
movement around a racetrack;

at least one mechanism coupled to said cockpit chamber

for providing physical movement to said chamber,

1O

height.
6. The simulator according to claim 1, Wherein said
suspension criteria is selected from a group consisting of
sWay bar characteristics, front shock characteristics, front
spring characteristics, rear shock characteristics, and rear

15

Wherein said at least one mechanism is capable of
subjecting the driver in said cockpit chamber to a force
of up to four G’s for the duration of said simulation;
and
a controller for controlling said at least one display and
said at least one mechanism to correspond to the
driver’s use of said controls.

15. The simulator system according to claim 14, Wherein

spring characteristics.

said controls include a steering Wheel, a gear shifter, a brake

7. The simulator according to claim 1, Wherein said
gearing criteria is selected from a group consisting of
transmission gearing ratios and rear differential gearing
ratio.
8. The simulator according to claim 1, Wherein said
engine criteria is selected from a group consisting of horse
poWer and torque.
9. The simulator according to claim 1, Wherein said
aerodynamic criteria is selected from a group consisting of

pedal, a gas pedal and a clutch pedal.
16. Amethod of controlling a racecar simulator, compris

ing the steps of:
selecting a type of racecar to be simulated;

selecting values for suspension criteria, aerodynamic
criteria, engine performance criteria and gearing crite
25

Wedge angle, Wedge height and overall vehicle coefficient of

ria for the type of racecar selected;
determining the performance characteristics of the racecar
selected depending upon the values entered for the

adjustable features;

drag.
10. The simulator according to claim 1, Wherein said

monitoring a driver’s use of controls Within the racecar

simulator; and

controls include a gear shifter, a brake pedal, a gas pedal, a

clutch pedal, a steering column and a steering Wheel
attached to said steering column.
11. The simulator according to claim 10, Wherein said at

subjecting the driver to forces indicative of a real racecar

least one mechanism includes a means coupled to said

17. The method according to claim 16, further including

steering column to provide torque force and vibrational
forces to said steering Wheel through said steering column.
12. The simulator according to claim 10, Wherein said at
least one mechanism includes a means for rapidly moving

different portions of said cockpit chamber vertically, hori

Zontally and laterally.
13. The simulator according to claim 10, Wherein said at
least one mechanism includes a means for subjecting said

cockpit chamber to a sustained force of up to four G’s for the

having said performance characteristics and responding
to said driver’s use of the controls.
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the step of displaying a changing video image to the driver
Wherein said video image changes in a manner dependent
upon said performance characteristics and said driver’s use
of the controls to provide the driver With an illusion of
controlled forWard motion.

18. The method according to claim 17, further including
the step of selecting a racetrack and racing conditions to be
simulated, Wherein at least some of said racing conditions
are used in determining said performance characteristics.
19. The method according to claim 18, Wherein said step

duration of a simulation.
14. A simulator system for providing a simulation to a
of selecting a racecar includes selecting a racecar type and
45 selecting a racecar con?guration available for the type
driver of a racecar racing on a racetrack, comprising:

a cockpit chamber con?gured to mimic the cockpit of a
racecar, Wherein said cockpit includes controls for

driving the racecar;

selected.

